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Chapter 3 - The Task 
Begins - the Overview 
A task so enormous as rebuilding the 
walls of Jerusalem, especially under 
adverse conditions, called for unusual 
organizational effort. The uniqueness of 
Nehemiah’s plan is evident in this 
chapter. Several aspects of his 
delegation of the work are evident.


He assigned everyone a 
_________________________________ to work. This coordination stands out in the phrases 
“next to him,” “next to them,” “next to that,” “the next section,” “beside him,” and “beyond 
them,” which occur 28 times in this chapter.


Assignments were made near people’s _______________________ (vv. 21, 23–24, 26, 28–30). 
Reasons for this plan are obvious. First, people who were assigned to sections of the wall near 
their homes would be more personally involved and consequently more highly motivated. 
Second, they would not have to travel to another part of the city to do the job, wasting valuable 
time. Third, in case of attack they would not be tempted to leave their posts, but would stay 
and protect their families. Fourth, the whole task would be a family effort, utilizing all available 
talent.


____________________________ also had a part. Men whose homes were outside of Jerusalem
—in Jericho (v. 2), Tekoa (vv. 5, 27), Gibeon (v. 7), and Mizpah (v. 7)—were assigned to sections 
of the wall where there were few homes. Those workers were asked to complete tasks that 
would not be as conveniently handled by the permanent residents in Jerusalem.


Assignments were also made by ______________________. For example, the high priest and his 
fellow priests were assigned to rebuild the Sheep Gate (v. 1). This was of particular interest to 
them, because animals were brought through that gate to the temple for sacrifice. Other priests 
are mentioned in verses 22, 28. Other workers whose vocations are listed include goldsmiths 
(vv. 8, 31–32), perfume-makers (v. 8), district and half-district rulers (vv. 9–12, 14–19), Levites (v. 
17), and merchants (vv. 31–32). Even one man’s daughters were involved (v. 12).


An interesting read on how modern scholars struggle with Biblical truth:

https://bibleinterp.arizona.edu/articles/walls-nehemiah-built-town-jerusalem-persian-period 
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https://medium.com/@chrisvonada/the-courage-and-calling-of-nehemiah-1b64df490373
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